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Brief Summary:
The equity market remains week with a change in trend for the S&P 500, joining many of the sectors as
being in defined down trends. The large cap index has fallen 10%, but I believe, based on the data, that
this presents an interesting opportunity for a possible bounce in stocks. Since 1980, the 18 prior -10%
drawdowns from 52-week highs saw markets rally 83% of the time 6-months later. While 48.7% of stocks
are down over 20%, some measures of capitulation suggest we could see a ‘washing out’ of equities in the
near future. The Aggressive Buy Signal in the Maestro Models, along with extremely low readings of
sentiment (10% bullish for the S&P 500 for example), set up for an oversold counter-trend rally as we
move into the seasonally favorable period of the calendar year. 

This week we’ll get earnings from Apple on Thurs. and ISM on Weds. morning and FOMC announcement
in the afternoon, on Fri. the October jobs report will be released, all of which should give the market
ample kindling to bounce higher or see a continued sell-off. 

 

Market Dashboard
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VRT remains at zero as VIX stagnates around 20.

Volatility: VRT 
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Volatility: Top & Environment
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Two more VIX Peak signals as spot VIX popped above 23 and then pulled back. We also closed out the
week with VIX back in a Low Volatility Environment.



The VIX futures curve has flattened on the front end, with 9-day just slightly above 30-day.

Volatility - Curve
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We are now at the second peak in VIX seasonality for the uptrend that’s historically taken place from
mid-summer until November. You can see on the chart below that volatility has done a fairly good job
tracking its seasonal trend and if it continues to do so, should be making a high this week and drifting
lower into year-end.

Volatility - Seasonality
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Maestro Model 
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Please be sure to check out the Maestro Model Summary PDF in the Archive on the website. 

The Maestro Model moved lower again this week to -16 and on Thursday got an Aggressive Bullish
Signal. This signal is generated when the Index is making a new low, but the Maestro Model is making a
higher low and the Capitulation Gauge is at least +2. As we can see from the bear market in 2022,
Aggressive Bullish Signals can be followed by short-term counter-trends higher but not necessarily mean
the final low has been put in, we look to the actual Model to flip back to positive for that degree of
confidence, which by construction, will happen after just the potential final low has been made.



Maestro Model - Categories
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Trend/Momentum and Breadth were the same by Friday, but Sentiment/Volatility fell 2 points to -3.



Sentiment Score 
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Interesting to see Utilities now holding the highest sentiment score followed by former leaders, XLC and
XLK. XLK got a bullish sentiment signal this week along with 5 bullish divergences being registered.
XLC also got a bullish signal and had several divergences registered as well.



Sentiment Score: XLF & XLY
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Sentiment Score: XLI & XLB
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Sentiment Score: XLRE & XLC
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Sentiment Score: XLP & XLU
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Sentiment Score: XLK & XLV
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Sentiment Score: XLE
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Below is a table of 16 gauges of risk appetite such as offense vs. defense sectors, foreign markets vs.
domestic, small vs. large cap, lumber vs gold, high beta vs. broad market, high yield debt vs. Treasury debt,
etc. The table shows each ratio's 1-year percentile going back the last 35 trading days. As the data
improves, it turns green and as it declines it becomes red.

Risk Appetite Ratio
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Bearish

Bullish

The average Risk Appetite Ratio percentile is at the 47th percentile.



Risk Appetite Ratio
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The Average Risk Appetite Ratio fell 1 pt from last Friday, declining at a much slower pace than the
broad equity market. 
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Equities - Breadth

Below is a table showing the changes in breadth data over the last 35 days. This provides insight into
whether bullish or bearish data is improving or declining. 



Each week will take a look at the stocks making new 6-month highs (on the left) and lows (on the
right) relative to the S&P 500. This list will be of large cap stocks and grouped based on their sector.
If it's making a 6-month AND a 12-month relative high (or low) then it'll be shown in green (or red)
and if it's a new 12-month absolute new high (price) then it will be in bold. This type of scan be useful
in seeing what stocks are showing strength as well as which sectors have the most stocks making
relative gains. We can also get insight into the breadth of the market based on whether there are more
new relative highs or lows each week. I hope you find this useful as a source of idea generation and a
unique view on the broad health of the market.

High & Low Rel. Strength List
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The S&P 500 closed under several key price levels last week, continuing to hold under the 200-day
MA and under the Q4/Q1 consolidation level. There’s not much left now as far as support for the
large cap index until we get back to 4000 or the 200-week moving average, currently just above 3900.
Momentum, however, is now ‘oversold’ for the second time in two months. This could draw in some
dip buyers. The drawdown has also now hit 10%, which I believe could also draw in buyers, more on
this topic later in the letter.

Equities - S&P 500 Daily
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I've added an add'l section of the breadth thrust composite chart, titled Primary Long-Term Thrusts.
These are the handful of thrusts that are in the original composite that have the best track record and
only have the highest bar to clear to signal. The original composite is still what 'feeds' the breadth
category of the Maestro Model.

Thrust count is at zero.

Equities - Breadth Thrusts
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As of Friday, there was a net 67% of stocks having made a new 3-month low in the last month, the
lowest figure since the 2022 low. I’ve plotted blue dots on the chart when we’ve gone under 66, each
time drawing in at least a short-term bounce (in the case of the GFC) or a major low. 

Equities - 3-Month Lows
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Just 10% of large cap stocks are still above their intermediate 50-day MA and 23.7% are above their
long-term average. It’s fair to say, few stocks are still left standing as far as up trends are concerned
and we’re nearing a ‘wash out’ type level in the breadth department.

Equities - MA Breadth
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One unusual statistic for the current down trend is the lack of major expansion in new 20-day lows.
We’ve been meaningful above 50% just once and while the S&P was at a 2-month low on Friday still
only 36% made a new 20-day Low. When the Index was at a multi-month low and less than 40% of
stocks were at a 1-month low, we’ve seen several counter-trend rallies develop. 

Equities - 20-day Lows
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Last week I wrote how we didn’t see a major increase in stocks becoming oversold, that changed on
Friday as we hit 25% of stocks with an RSI under 30. not quite getting the net number to -25% but
very close, which has been a positive for the Index in the past.

Equities - Oversold Breadth
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S&P 600



As of Friday, the DSI for the S&P 500 was at 10%, the lowest level of sentiment since the low last
year and less than 25% of stocks are still holding above their long-term moving average. Combined,
this has been historically a contrarian bullish sign of stocks ‘washing out’ from a sentiment and
breadth perspective as shown on the chart below.

Equities - Sentiment & Breadth
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We went from 43.9% lats week to just 38% of stocks this week that still have a positive YTD
performance. While mega caps have been the strength for the bulk of the year, their average YTD
performance is close to going negative as well, at 2.13%.

Equities - Average Performance
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We are now down -10.28% in the S&P 500, with many stocks down much more than this. -10% and
-20% are psychologically important drawdown levels and often cause traders to react when these
thresholds are hit. When first coming off a 52-week high, 10% drawdowns have often been bought
with a few notable exceptions. We saw a brief bounce in 2007, a bounce in 2022 and of course further
downside during the Covid Crisis that was quickly reversed a few weeks later. The next page will
look at the statistical data of this study. 

Equities - 10% Drawdown 1
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Since 1980, there have been 18 instances of the S&P 500 declining 10% from a recent 52-week high.
Six months later, the Index was higher 83% of the time with a median return of 10.4%. Note that
while we often saw the start to a bounce once the -10% threshold was hit, many times a test of that
first low was often made sometimes undercutting it by 2-3%, creating a double bottom or a lower-low
with a momentum bullish divergence getting setup. This of course isn’t a requirement of the market,
but shows the historical roadmap of prior -10% declines from a recent 52-week high. 

Equities - 10% Drawdown 2
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Systematically tracking bullish and bearish divergences in individual stocks to create a breadth-type
indicator is one of the inputs to the Trend/Momentum model of the Maestro Model. Below is a look at
some of that data. As of Friday, 51.3% of stocks have a bullish momentum divergence (a higher low
in momentum when the stock is making a lower low in price). We don’t see readings above 50% very
often, below dots are shown on the chart for prior instances. We can see the first low in 2022, the
Covid Crash, and the low in 2018 each were accompanied by just north of 50% of stocks with a
bullish divergence like they do now. 

Equities - Divergernces
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The Trend Model for the S&P 500 (shown for SPX, NDX, and the major sectors at the end of each
letter every week) has turned negative. Below is a long-term look at the trend model. As with any
trend-based indicator, there are occurrences of whipsaw, but this model has done a good job at
catching the bulk of up trends and minizine many periods that have shaken out other attempts at trend
capture (Q1 2018 is a good example). While the trend is now negative on a systematic basis, based on
the other data shared in the letter this week, I do believe there’s a chance we could see at least a short-
term bounce in the Index would likely cause some whipsawing in this trend model. 

Equities - Trend
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As we close out October, here’s an update to the 1-year seasonal pattern for the S&P 500. You can see
that it’s not that unusual to see late-October selling, that then setups for the bullish trend higher in
November and December. 

Equities - Seasonality
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With the improvement in sentiment for sectors like Utilities, the Defensive Sector Sentiment ticked
above Offense Sentiment briefly last week before reversing on Friday.

Equities - Sector Sentiment
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ETF Fund FLow

Below is a table with fund flow data through Thursday of last week.



Sector - Performance



Sector - Relative Strength

Below is a look at each sector's relative performance trend against the S&P 500.



Sector - Breadth 200-MA

Energy now remains the only sector with more than 50% of stocks in an up trend with 3 sectors (all
defensive) with less than 10% above the 200-day MA.



Daily Sentiment Index
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Source: trade-futures.com



Daily Sentiment Index
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Daily Sentiment Index
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Daily Sentiment Index
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Daily Sentiment Index
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Trend Models
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Trend Models
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Trend Models
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DISCLAIMER:
No reproduction, transmission, or distribution permitted without consent of Thrasher Analytics LLC
("Thrasher Analytics"). The material contained herein is the sole opinion of Thrasher Analytics. This

research has been prepared using information sourced believed to be reliable. Such information has not
been independently verified and no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
as to its accuracy completeness or correctness. It is intended for the sole use by the receipt to whom it

has been delivered to by Thrasher Analytics. The delivery of this report to any person shall not be
deemed a recommendation by Thrasher Analytics to effect any transaction in any securities discussed

herein. For more information please refer to our Terms & Service page of our website:
http://thrasheranalytics.com/terms-of-service-agreement.


